Chamilo LMS - Bug #7937

Chamilo LMS 1.10.0 setting check box missing BBB to record sessions

03/11/2015 03:32 - Scott Steven

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category: Plugins
Target version: 1.10.0
Complexity: Normal

Start date: 03/11/2015
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity: 

Description
Chamilo LMS 1.10.0 setting check box missing BBB to record sessions

Where has it gone?

Associated revisions

Revision 9c903d3b - 05/11/2015 05:09 - Yannick Warnier
Fix issue with BigBlueButton recording setting in course - refs #7937

Revision ef4047cb - 05/11/2015 05:12 - Yannick Warnier
Fix issue with BigBlueButton recording setting in course - refs #7937

History

#1 - 03/11/2015 03:33 - Scott Steven
Yes I have configured BBB correctly it is working. Just can't trigger the record from LMS

#2 - 05/11/2015 05:14 - Yannick Warnier
  - Category set to Plugins
  - Status changed from New to Needs testing
  - Target version set to 1.10.2
  - % Done changed from 0 to 80

Hi Scott, it seems this would be fixed by this commit (it does for me). Could you confirm?
(you can ignore the PHPDoc block and just apply the one-line fix after that)
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/9c903d3be48e9924741c6073d11207b46ab8

#3 - 05/11/2015 05:15 - Yannick Warnier
  - Subject changed from Camilo LMS 1.10.0 setting check box missing BBB to record sessions to Chamilo LMS 1.10.0 setting check box missing BBB to record sessions
  - Description updated

#4 - 20/11/2015 20:22 - Yannick Warnier
  - Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
  - % Done changed from 80 to 100

No feedback provided in 15 days. Considered fixed.
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